SharePlex Connector
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™

®

Real-time and near real-time data integration from Oracle® to
Hadoop® databases, cost-effectively empowering analytics

You need data analytics for a business
intelligence advantage and essential
decision-making insight. The Hadoop®
framework gives you that, but
integrating Oracle® data can be timeconsuming, providing only snapshots
that quickly become out of date. But
now there’s an affordable and timesaving solution for improved analytics
and far more immediate data replication.

SharePlex Connector for Hadoop adds
to those capabilities by enabling you to
easily load and continuously replicate
changes from an Oracle database to a
Hadoop cluster. This gives you all the
benefits of maintaining a real-time or
near real-time copy of source tables,
so your organization can efficiently
and cost-effectively perform businessboosting big data analytics.

Benefits:

SharePlex is a highly advanced, logbased Oracle database replication
product used by customers worldwide
for a range of needs, including realtime data access, data archiving, high
availability, operational reporting,
migrations, regulatory compliance,
and integration.

Best of all, it’s an elegant solution that
ensures business continuity while
meeting your database operational
goals. It provides a real-time copy in a
Hadoop environment with no impact
on the availability of your Oracle
online transaction processing (OLTP)
applications or the performance of
your systems.
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Figure 1. SharePlex Connector for Hadoop delivers real and near real-time
replication of Oracle data to Hadoop HBase and HDFS environments.
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Improve analytics with fast and
easy access to the most up-to-date
information.
Simplify real-time data integration
with an automated solution
that includes an easy-to-use
GUI dashboard.
Satisfy the growing demands of
your users without impacting
performance on production systems.
Save time with an affordable solution
that includes all the tools you need
for effective and efficient Oracle-toHadoop data integration.
Works with proven, enterprise
Hadoop distributions: Apache®,
IBM® InfoSphere® BigInsights®,
Hortonworks® and is Cloudera®
certified for CDH5.
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SharePlex™ 8.5
Apache® ActiveMQ® 5.6
Data staging, archiving
& warehousing

Java Development Kit® (64-Bit)
1.6 or later

HBase

HDFS

Hadoop® environments
Apache 1.2.1 (64-Bit)
IBM® InfoSphere®
BigInsights® (IBM BI 2.1.2)
Cloudera CDH 4.2.0 (64-Bit),
5.0.0 (64-Bit), 5.1.0 (64-Bit)
Hortonworks® (HDP 1.3)
Optional: Install and configure
HBase® to replicate tables to
HBase and Hive® over HBase.
Optional: Install and configure
Hive to replicate tables to Hive
(Hive over HDFS or Hive
over HBase).
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Figure 2. Gain greater insight by integrating Oracle data with Hadoop environments
for better business intelligence, predictive analytics, data warehousing, data staging
and archiving.

Features that deliver valuable
business insight
•

•

•

•

Oracle data replication to Hadoop—
Replicates multiple copies of data to
Hadoop Hive®, HDFS, and HBase®
environments locally, remotely, or inthe-cloud for better business intelligence,
predictive analytics, data warehousing, data
staging, and archiving.
Hadoop partitioning—Enhances analyticprocessing performance with custom and
range partitioning for your specific
Hadoop environment.
Near real-time replication to Hadoop
HDFS—Writes data to HDFS files in text,
sequence or Avro format. Rebuilds tables
periodically by merging all the changes
captured in a batch mode, avoiding timeconsuming manual refreshes.
Real-time replication to Hadoop HBase—
Changes can be posted immediately
with all the columns on the source table
replicated to a single column family for fast
data analytics.

•

Change data capture—Enables audit
capability with change data capture of
insert, update and delete activity, optionally
including pertinent metadata like SCN,
ROWID, timestamp, user ID and more.
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